
CONDITIONS & OPTIONS FOR TRADING STAMPS 
 
I would like to get in contact with serious and reliable stampcollectors worldwide to build a long term 
relationship with a lot of stamptrades. I do not sell or buy stamps, only trading stamps for stamps. 
These are my conditions and options for trading. 
 
Trading 1:1 
First possibility is that we trade 1:1. That means you send me used stamps 
with my topics fauna/flora/mills/lighthouses/bridges, your choice. In return I 
send you stamps from your topics, my choice. I send stamps same quality 
(commons for commons, recent for recent) and quantity or value. Trading 
1:1 is the most easy way with low costs and less time. The results for this at 
random trading are also small. When someone sends me stamps from my 
topics without selecting by me, I can use regularly only 2% or less.....!  
The other stamps are often so common that they are almost useless for 
trading with others. If I have to send 100 other stamps in exchange for that, 
the quality of my stock is diminishing. This way of trading is nice to get 
acquaintance for each other. But maybe you can surprise me ! 
 
Trading with lists or scans 
Second possibility is we trade with wantlists and stocklists. This way of trading requires more time, 
but gives higher results. My lists are based on numbers from Michel catalogue. If you don't have 
availability to Michel, I can make a wantlist from countries in your area, with a short description for 
each stamp. You can do the same. We look at each others wantlist and see what we can send. Base 
of trading is catalogue value; there has to be 1 catalogue for comparing values. I can count all values 
of stamps worldwide in Michel online catalogue, so always updated. Of course you can keep the 
account in your catalogue if you prefer.  
Instead of using lists, we can use scans of our stocks. We both look at the scans and mark stamps 
we can use. Base of trading is catalogue value again.   
 
Registered letters 
It is always possible to trade with registered letters. My condition is that I trade only with registered 
letters if there is a big amount of value in an envelope, not if we trade only a few stamps or low value. 
To send a registered letter to an European country, it costs me almost  € 15. When I go to a 
stampshop in my country, I can buy used stamps worldwide for 30-40% of the catalogue value. So 
for €15 I buy stamps for value of  €40-€50 and I do not have to send stamps from my stock. In my 
opinion it is only effective to send a registered letter if the catalogue value in envelope is at least 
€150. To send a registered letter to a country outside Europe, it costs me €22 !  
 
First sender 
It is always a matter of trust to start up a trade with new collectors. I have some very bad experiences 
with unknown persons that make contact, ask me to send stamps and after receiving stamps from 
me never give any reaction anymore. I have been cheated several times, so that is the reason I am 
careful to send first. On the website www.tradeonlystamps.com (search for Roland you can see a lot 
of feedbacks to prove that I am a reliable and honest person. 
 
Give me a message 
The most important condition is that we have mutual preliminary agreement by email before starting 
up, so we both know what we send and what we get in return. We can trade even if there is difference 
in quantity or value. As long as we are both satisfied with the trade. On my website there is more 
information about my collection, requests and offers. So please take a look and send a message if 
you are interested in further contact or share your opinion, options and trading conditions. 
 

Roland van den Bogaard 
stamptrade@planet.nl 
www.rolandstamps.eu  


